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a b s t r a c t
The aim of this research has been to associate the modeling capacities of hybrid Petri nets
with the analysis power of hybrid automata in order to perform formal verification of
hybrid dynamic systems. In this paper, we propose an extension of hybrid Petri nets, called
multisingular hybrid Petri nets (MSHPNs), for modeling and verification of hybrid dynamic
systems. This extension consists of enriching hybrid Petri nets with the capabilities of
hybrid automata to control the execution and firing of transitions and some modeling
facilities for describing some repeatedly encountered aspects of timed and hybrid systems.
We discuss the challenging issues of speed computation raised by addition of execution
predicates and introduce a speed-based partitioning technique, which is essential for state
space computation. We also introduce a method for reachability analysis of MSHPNs,
consisting of computing the state class graph. Thus, the verification of timing properties of
MSHPNs can be conducted using the existing techniques and tools. The proposed formalism
has the expressiveness of multisingular hybrid automata besides the capabilities of Petri
nets for modeling concurrent and distributed systems. Some illustrative examples of the
proposed formalism are also presented in this paper.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Hybrid systems are dynamic systems that involve both continuous evolution and discrete behavior. Typical examples
of such systems are digital controllers, medical equipment, communication protocols, manufacturing systems, robots,
etc. Continuous variables in hybrid systems are used either for continuous quantities or for discrete quantities that are
transformed into non-negative real variables using the fluidification technique. This relaxation may be quite reasonable,
especially when very populated or high traffic systems are considered and the change in the discrete quantity happens at
a constant rate [1]. Most importantly, the fluidification technique leads to improvements in complexity and decidability
[2], and may reduce the state explosion problem, which happens due to the huge number of events in many discrete event
systems.
Since hybrid systems are used in many critical applications, formal guarantees of their correctness are desired.
Traditionally, hybrid automata are used for verification of hybrid systems. Due to the analysismethods introduced for hybrid
automata [3] and their ease of analysis, this formalism is known as a powerful analysis tool for hybrid systems. However,
hybrid automata are not the most adapted formalism for behavioral description of systems. Because, by increasing the
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complexity of systems, the dimension of the model increases dramatically. In addition, although, many hybrid systems
can be described as a network of automata [4,5], for many hybrid systems, different system components have more
sophisticated types of communications, which cannot be specified simply by a network of hybrid automata. For example,
consider a communication system consisting of several machines whose communications is continuously happening
through the uploading channels (continuously changing real variables). Since the components of a network of automata
cannot communicate through real variables, such systems cannot be described naturally as a network of hybrid automata.
Besides, since the components of the system work in parallel, we cannot encode all the many possible behaviors of these
components as different locations of a single hybrid automaton.
On the other hand, hybrid Petri net (HPN) is a powerful tool for describing the behavior of hybrid systems. However,
the analysis techniques proposed for HPNs are very limited [6]. In this paper, we aim to associate the modeling capacity of
HPNs with the analysis power of hybrid automata, in order to perform formal verification of hybrid dynamic systems. We
equip hybrid Petri nets with the capabilities of hybrid automata to control the execution and firing of transitions, and some
modeling facilities for describing some (repeatedly encountered) aspects of timed and hybrid systems. We define a new
formalism, called multisingular hybrid Petri nets (MSHPNs), as an extension of hybrid Petri nets. We assign to each timed
transition an execution predicate, a firing predicate and a deadline predicate to control its execution and firing. Therefore,
the execution of each timed transition in an MSHPN model is restricted to its own specified execution area. The proposed
formalism has the expressiveness of multisingular hybrid automata (MSHA) [7], in the sense that any system, which can be
modeled as an MSHA, can be (practically) modeled as an MSHPN as well.
Enriching HPNs with the features of hybrid automata brings the following new challenging theoretical problems, which
are discussed in this paper:
1. Due to the existence of execution predicates, a new kind of conflict arises in the boundaries of the execution areas of
timed transition whose resolving can be very sophisticated. Therefore, a new notion of conflict and conflict resolution
policies is required. This new kind of conflict facilitates the specification of some phenomena in practical applications.
2. The speed computation in presence of execution predicates, conflicts and priorities is a challenging issue. None of the
existing methods [8–10] can be used, as the predicates assigned to transitions do not exist in them. Computing the
execution speeds on the boundaries of execution areas is also a challenging issue. In addition, in different points of the
boundary set (vertices, edges, facets and so on), various methods are required. The more challenging issue is the speed
computation on the points that reside on the intersection of two or more execution areas. Some other challenges arise
all of which are addressed in our speed computation algorithm.
3. As time evolves, not only the set of executing transitions, but also the execution speed of executing transitions may
change. Therefore, in order to compute the symbolic state space of the model, the spaceR≥0|V | should be partitioned into
a set of partitions such that for all points in each partition we have the same execution speed for all timed transitions. We
address this issue by introducing a speed-based partitioning technique. By applying this technique, a set of speed-based
partitioning graphswill be obtained (each for one reachable discretemarking of themodel). The speed-based partitioning
graphs are fundamental data structures in computation of the state class graph.
In many hybrid systems, data streams, packets or tasks sequences need to be processed at several stages requiring
different resources. The task progress speed in these systems may be restricted by the amount of available and needed
resources. Some examples of such resources are processing units, communication channels, transfer buses and disk read-
and-write heads in computer systems and human resources in production lines. The progress speed bottleneck in such
systems can be at any resource or component of the system. In addition, depending on the values assigned to the parameters
of a systemwemay have different bottleneck points. A hybrid modeling formalism should have the capability of describing
all these aspects in a unified and simple way. By the use of abbreviations, we introduce a method for easily modeling the
impact of resource constraints on the execution speed of tasks. This method is suitable in situations where the progress
speed of tasks is restricted by the types of the required resources and the amounts of available resources.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review some related formal models for
specification and verification of hybrid systems. Section 3 presents the basic definitions and preliminaries. Section 4 presents
the intuitive presentation, formal definitions, behavior and operational semantics of the proposed MSHPN formalism. The
notion of conflict in MSHPNs, the speed computation method and the speed-based partitioning technique are introduced
in Section 5. The technique for reachability analysis of MSHPNs and the symbolic state space computation algorithm are
presented in Section 6. Resource sharing issues and the proposed modeling method are discussed in Section 7. Some
illustrative examples of the proposed formalism are given in Section 8. In Section 9, a short comparison with some other
timed and hybrid formalisms is given. Finally, in Section 10, some concluding remarks are mentioned.
2. Related works
This section summarizes some existing work on specification and verification of hybrid systems. Two families of models
are reviewed: automata based formalisms and Petri net based formalisms.
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2.1. Automata based formalisms
Hybrid automata (HA) [7] are widely used for modeling real-time and hybrid systems. A hybrid automaton is a finite
automaton extended with a set of real variables. The dynamic evolution of real variables in each location of a hybrid
automaton is specified by a set of differential equations. Since hybrid automata may have any arbitrary and complex
behavior, even very simple problems of hybrid automata are undecidable [12]. Linear hybrid automata (LHA) are a subclass
of hybrid automata with a more restrictive dynamics. The dynamic evolution of real variables in each location of an LHA, is
given by a rate polytope AX˙ ≤ B restricting the allowed values of the first derivatives, where A is a real matrix and B is a
real vector. Symbolic model checking algorithms have been extended to the class of LHA and implemented in the HYTECH
tool [13]. However, even the reachability problem for LHA is undecidable, thus the model checking algorithms are actually
semi-decision procedures. A particularly important subclass of LHA are the rectangular automata, where in each location,
the n variables follow a nondeterministic differential equation of the form X˙ ∈ I flow , for an n-dimensional rectangle I flow .
This subclass is particularly useful for the analysis of communication protocols in which local clocks have bounded drift, and
for the conservative approximation of systems with more complex continuous behaviour [14].
Timed automata (TA) [15] aremaybe themost successfulmodel of real-time systems. Timed automata are a specialization
of hybrid automata in which real variables are dense clocks that may be reset when discrete transitions are taken. The
model checking of temporal logic is computable on timed automata [12], and there are several efficient tools like UPPAAL
[16,17], KRONOS [18] andHYTECH [13] formodel checking timed automata. Stopwatch automata (SWA) are timed automata
augmented with stopwatches that can be stopped and resumed. In [19], the expressive power of SWA with unobservable
behavior is investigated and it is proved that it has the same expressive power as LHA in the sense that any finite or
infinite timed language accepted by an LHA is also acceptable by a SWA. Therefore, since the reachability problem for LHA is
undecidable, it is also undecidable for SWA. Updatable timed automata [20] is another undecidable extension of TAwith the
possibility of updating the clock variables. Some interesting decidable subclasses of updatable timed automata are given in
[20] and the frontier between decidable and undecidable classes is described precisely. In [21], timed automatawith integer-
valued clocks (i.e., discrete timed automata) are extended to generalized discrete timed automata by allowing general linear
relations over clocks and parameterized constants as clock constraints. Furthermore, the duration of a transition can be a
parameterized constant.
Suspension automata [22] is another extension of timed automata with bounded subtraction in which the clocks may be
updated by subtractions within a bounded zone. If all suspension durations are fixed and integral, the model is a decidable
class of timed automata. The approach of suspension automata is further extended in task automata [23]. Task automata are
extensions of timed automata for schedulability analysis of real-time systems with non-uniformly recurring computation
tasks that are triggered by events. A task is an executable program characterized by its best case and worst-case execution
time, deadline, priority, etc.
2.2. Petri net based formalisms
Several extensions of Petri nets have been used for specifying timed and hybrid systems [24,25,11,26]. Time Petri nets
(TPNs) [24] is a classical timed extension of Petri nets inwhich a firing interval is associated to each transition. This extension
takes into account the scheduling of software tasks that are assigned to processors of a multi-processor system. Also, in
[27,28,11], scheduling-TPN for schedulability verification is proposed that is appropriate for specifying different scheduling
policies. In [11], when n tasks with the same priority share a single processor in a round-robin policy, the evolution rate
of the corresponding variables is 1/n. In order to model round-robin scheduling easily, in the approach proposed in [29],
groups of transitions are defined together with execution speeds. The transitions in a group can be executed at the same
time and each rate is divided by the sum of execution speeds.
A comparison of the expressiveness of timed automata and time Petri nets with respect to timed language acceptance
and (weak) timed bisimilarity is given in [30,31]. In [30], it is proved that there exists a timed automata,A, such that there is
no TPN (even unbounded) that is (weakly) timed bisimilar toA. Therefore, TPN is a proper subset of timed automata while
any TPN can be translated into timed automata. However, considering weaker notions of equivalence, timed automata and
TPN are equally expressive with respect to timed language acceptance.
Numerous continuous and hybrid extensions of Petri nets are proposed for modeling hybrid systems. David and Alla [32]
have introduced the first extension, called hybrid Petri nets (HPNs), in 1987. Since then, other models have been defined
by other researchers. Continuous Petri nets (CPNs) can be viewed as a relaxation of discrete models [2]. In constant speed
continuous Petri nets (CCPNs) [32], to each transition, ti, is associated themaximal firing speed,Vi. Themarking of continuous
places in a CCPN evolves according to the transitions’ instantaneous firing speeds in which the firing speed, v (ti), of a
continuous transition, ti, lies between 0 and Vi. In [33], formal definitions of HPN formalism is presented, which is based
on CPNs. For a bibliography on HPNs, please see [34].
In [5], a method for constructing the hybrid automaton associated with a given hybrid Petri net is proposed. In addition,
the relation between different classes of hybrid automata and their net counterparts is investigated in [35]. The expressive
power and decidability problems of continuous and hybrid Petri nets is studied in [35,2]. In [35], first-order hybrid Petri nets
(FOHPN) are discussed. Similar to hybrid automata, where the time variables are only associated to continuous evolutions,
in FOHPNs no timing structure is associated to the firing of discrete transitions. The difference between FOHPN and hybrid
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automata is that the discrete state space of a FOHPN (i.e. the set of discrete markings) may be infinite, while the set
of locations of hybrid automata is finite. However, an FOHPN with bounded discrete places is a special case of hybrid
automata. In [2], it is proved that reachability, liveness and deadlock-freeness are decidable for untimed continuous Petri
nets. However, these properties will not be decidable if the notion of time is introduced in the model (using infinite server
semantics) [36].
3. Preliminaries
The sets N, Q and R are the sets of natural ({0, 1, 2, . . . }), rational and real numbers, respectively. We denote by Q≥0
(respectively, R≥0) the set of positive (or null) rational (respectively, real) numbers. Given the sets A and B, by BA or by
A → B (respectively, A 9 B), we denote the set of total (respectively, partial) mappings from A to B. For a mapping
v : A 9 B, the domain set and the range set of v are denoted by dom(v) and ran(v), respectively. If A is finite and |A| = n,
an element of BA is also a vector in An. We use the operators +, −, < and = on vectors of An as the point-wise extensions
of their counterparts in B. For a valuation v ∈ BA, d ∈ B, v + d denotes the vector (v + d)(x) = v(x) + d. If v : A 9 B
and u : A 9 B are partial functions from A to B, we write v ⊕ u to denote the functional overriding of v with u, such that
dom (v ⊕ u) = dom (v) ∪ dom(v) and (v ⊕ u)(x) = u(x) for x ∈ dom(u) and (v ⊕ u)(x) = v(x) otherwise.
Throughout this paper, we will assume the familiarity of reader with basic concepts of polyhedral theory [37–39]. A
linear term over the set of real-valued variablesX = {x1, . . . , xm} is an expression of the form a0+a1x1+· · ·+kmxm, where
a0, . . ., km are integer constants. If t1 and t2 are linear terms, then t1∼ t2 with∼ ∈ {<,≤, =,≥, >} is a linear constraint. A
set of valuations for the setX of variables that satisfy finite conjunction of linear constraints is called a polyhedron. If all the
constraints use non-strict relations (≤ , =, ≥) a closed set is obtained. However, by allowing strict constraints to occur in
the system of constraints, it is possible to define sets that are not necessarily closed (NNC).
We denote the set of all closed (respectively NNC) polyhedron on X by PC (X) (respectively PNNC (X)). The empty set
∅ and the vector space Rn are respectively, the smallest (the empty polyhedron) and the biggest (the universe polyhedron)
elements of both PC (X) and PNNC (X). Also, given a set of constraints C, we denote by [[C]] and also ‘‘C’’ the polyhedron
corresponding to C. A rectangle I = 1≤i≤n Ii of dimension n is the product of n intervals Ii ⊆ R of the real line, each with
rational or infinite endpoints.
A hyperplane h in Rn can be defined as a set of vectors in Rn, h = x ∈ Rn|aT x = b, where the real d-vector a is called
hyperplane vector and the real number b is called hyperplane constant. A hyperplane divides a space into two half-spaces. A
hyperplane, h is said to support a polyhedron p inRn if p is entirely contained in one of the two closed half-spaces determined
by h and p has at least one point on h. A subset f of a polyhedron p is called a face of p if f = p ∪ h where h is a supporting
hyperplane for p. The faces of dimension 0, 1 and n− 1 are called vertices, edges and facets, respectively [9].
The interior of a set A (interior(A)) is defined as the largest open set contained in A; this coincides with the union of all
open sets in A. The topological closure of a set A(closure(A)) is the smallest closed set containing A. i.e., closure (A) = ∩{C ⊆
Rn| A ⊆ C and C is closed}. We always have interior(A) ⊆ A ⊆ closure(A). Note that a set A is open if interior(A) = A, and
that A is closed if closure(A) = A. Finally, we define the boundary of A by boundary(A) = closure(A)\ interior(A) [38].
4. Multisingular hybrid petri nets
In this section, we present the proposed extension of hybrid Petri nets, called multisingular hybrid Petri nets (MSHPNs).
First, we give an intuitive presentation of MSHPNs and introduce its primitives. Then, we present the formal definitions and
behavior of MSHPNs. Finally, we give the operational semantics of MSHPNs.
4.1. Intuitive presentation
Amultisingular hybrid Petri net (MSHPN) is an extension of hybrid Petri net, in which we assign to each timed transition
the 4-tuple (ep, fp, dp, V ′), where, ep is the execution predicate, fp is the firing predicate, dp is the deadline predicate, and V ′ is
the update function of the timed transition. The three predicates are intended to control the execution and firing of a timed
transition, while the update function describes the impact of its firing on the system state. In the following, we introduce
the primitives of MSHPNs.
4.1.1. Places
An MSHPN has two types of places: discrete and continuous. As in hybrid Petri nets [8], discrete places that may hold a
discrete number of tokens, are shown as single circles, while continuous places, that may hold a real number, are shown by
two concentric circles.
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4.1.2. Transitions
There are two kinds of transitions: immediate and timed. Immediate transitions fire in zero time and the execution and
firing of timed transitions is controlled by the predicates associated to them. We represent immediate transitions by bars,
while timed transitions are shownby boxes. To each timed transition, ti, in anMSHPNmodel, three predicates are associated:
1. An execution predicate, ep(ti), which specifies the set of valuations for the real variables (continuous places) for which
the transition can be executing,
2. A firing predicate, fp(ti), that specifies the set of valuations for the real variables for which the transition can fire, and
3. A deadline predicate, dp(ti), that gives the deadline conditions for the transition ti.
All the above three predicates are given as closed polyhedra in PC (V ), where V is the set of continuous places. An enabled
timed transition, ti, is executing as long as its execution predicate is true. A timed transition, ti, can fire if its firing predicate
is true. Once the deadline predicate of a timed transition, ti, becomes true, passing of time is not allowed and ti must fire to
get out of the deadline condition.
In each stateM of anMSHPNmodel, the time progress condition is computed according to the execution predicates of the
timed transitions. Similarly, the deadline predicates of timed transitions can be used to compute the deadline conditions
of the model. Whenever the deadline predicate of ti becomes true, the associated firing predicate must also be true: the
deadline predicate must imply the firing predicate [40,41] (i.e., dp (ti) ⊆ fp(ti)).
In graphical representation, the execution, firing and deadline predicates of a transition are given as systems of
constraints beside the transition. We use hollow and solid small circles (◦ and •) before the firing and deadline predicates
to distinguish them from the execution predicates. When not specified explicitly, the execution predicate of a transition is
assumed to be the universe polyhedron while the firing and deadline predicates are assumed to be the empty polyhedron.
In addition, to each timed transition, ti, is assigned anupdate function,V ′(ti), which gives thenewvalues of the continuous
places after the firing of ti. Note that when ti fires, the value of each variable either is left unchanged, or is set according to
V ′(ti). The update function of a transition is given as a set of assignments beside the transition (unlike FSPNs [42], in which
the impact of transition firing on continuous places is shown by the so-called set arcs). As in CCPNs [9], timed transitions in
an MSHPN can execute at different execution speeds. The execution speed of each timed transition depends on the discrete
marking,m, the real variables (continuous places) valuation, v, the priorities and the predicates assigned to the transitions.
However, each timed transitions, ti, has a maximum execution speed smaxi = Smax (ti). In graphical representation, smaxi is
given as a rational number beside the transition.
4.1.3. Arcs
An MSHPN has two types of arcs: discrete and continuous. Discrete arcs, connecting discrete places to immediate and
timed transitions, have the same notation and behavior as in hybrid Petri nets [8]. Continuous arcs, on the other hand,
connect timed transitions to continuous places. To each continuous arc between a timed transition, ti, and a continuous
place, xj, is associated a rate of fluid flow. The rate of fluid flow, R (ak), for a continuous arc, ak, specifies the flow rate of the
arc when the corresponding transition is executing with the speed 1. If the transition, ti, is executing with the speed, si, in
a state, then the fluid flows across the continuous arc, ak, connected to ti at R (ak) × si fluid units per time units. If the arc
is directed from a transition to a place, then the fluid enters the continuous place. If the arc is directed from a place to a
transition, then the fluid flows out of the place. We refer to R (ak) × si as the production/consumption rate of the arc. We
use standard arrows to show both discrete and continuous arcs.
4.1.4. Examples
In the following, we give some examples to illustrate the primitives ofMSHPNs. Consider themodel in Fig. 1(a) where the
flow generated by t1 is accumulated in a fixed size buffer x with the maximum capacity 8, and is removed (i.e., consumed)
by the transition t2. Since the execution predicate of both transitions is true (i.e., the default value), these transitions are
always executing. However, since the deadline predicate of t2 is dp(t2) = "x = 8", as the fluid level in x reaches 8 (i.e., the
buffer is full), time cannot progress anymore and so, t2 must fire. Since the update function of t2 is V ′ (t2) = ‘‘x := 0’’, by
firing t2, the place x is emptied. Assume at time t = 0 we have x = 0, the buffer x is emptied at times x = 2kwith k ∈ N.
As another example, consider themodel shown in Fig. 1(b). The place clkwith an initial marking 0models a clock variable
increasing with the rate 1. Since the execution predicate of t1 is ep(t1) = ‘‘clk ≤ 5’’, both transitions can execute until t = 5.
On the other hand, the firing predicate of t1 is fp(t1) =‘‘2 ≤ clk ≤ 5’’, which means that t1 can fire between 2 ≤ t ≤ 5 and
the deadline predicate of t1 is dp (t1) = ‘‘clk = 5’’ that means at time t = 5, time is not allowed to progress anymore and t1
must fire. After t1 is fired, the input place of t1 and t2 will empty and the execution of both transitions will stop.
The model in Fig. 1(c) shows a system with two buffers in a memory with the capacity 10. The transition tc compresses
the data in x and puts the result in y. As the summation of the sizes of the data in the buffers cannot exceed the maximum
capacity of thememory, both tr and tc will have the same execution predicates (i.e., ep (tr) = ep (tc) = ‘‘x+y ≤ 10’’). Assume
at time t = 0 we have x = y = 0. The trajectory of this system through time is shown in Fig. 1(d). The transitions tr and tc
executewith theirmaximum speed until thememory is full (i.e., (x+y = 10)). Therefore, as shown in Fig. 1(d), the evolution
vector is r = (2, 1). At time t = 10/3, the memory becomes full and tr cannot execute with its maximum speed anymore,
and we will have s = (0.4, 1, 1) (the speed computation is a challenging issue and is discussed in Section 5). As shown in
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Fig. 1. Some illustrative examples: (a) the first model, (b) the second model, (c) the model of a system with two buffers in a memory with the capacity 10,
and (d) the trajectory of the model of part (c) through time.
Fig. 2. Graphical notations of MSHPN primitives.
Fig. 1(d), for 10/3 ≤ t ≤ 10, we move along the line x + y = 10, so the memory remains full. As time elapses, the fluid in
x is transferred to y until at time t = 10, the place x becomes empty and the execution speed changes to s = (0.3, 0.5, 1).
Therefore, for times t ≥ 10, the evolution vector will be r = (0, 0), which means we remain in the same configuration
with x = 0 and y = 10. Please note that the transitions in this model never fire as the firing predicates are always false (the
default value).
4.2. Graphical notations
Fig. 2 shows the graphical notation of the primitives of MSHPNs.
4.3. Formal definitions and behavior
Now, we present the formal definitions and semantics of MSHPNs.
4.3.1. Formal definitions
An MSHPN is defined formally as follows:
Definition 1 (MSHPN). A multisingular hybrid Petri net (MSHPN) is an 8-tupleM = (P, T , A, R, L, Smax,Π, Init), where:
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• P is the set of places, partitioned into the following two disjoint subsets:
– A set of discrete places Pd=

p1, . . . , p|Pd|

.
– A set of continuous places V= v1, . . . , v|V |.
• T is the set of transitions partitioned into the following two disjoint subsets:
– A set of immediate transitions denoted by Ti.
– A set of timed transitions denoted by Tt =

t1, . . . , t|Tt |

.
• A is the set of arcs partitioned into five disjoint subsets Ah, Id, Od, Ic and Oc , such that:
– Ah: (Pd×T )→ N is the inhibition function.
– Id: (Pd×T )→ N is the backward incidence function for the discrete arcs.
– Od: (T×Pd)→ N is the forward incidence function for the discrete arcs.
– Ic ⊆ (X×Tt) is the set of continuous input arcs.
– Oc ⊆ (Tt×X) is the set of continuous output arcs.
• R: (Ic ∪ Oc)→ Q>0 is the function giving the rate of fluid flow for continuous arcs.
• L is a labeling function giving for each timed transition, a triple ep, fp, dp, V ′, where:
– ep: T t → PC (V ) assigns an execution predicate to each timed transition.
– fp: T t → PC (V ) assigns a firing predicate to each timed transition.
– dp: T t → PC (V ) assigns a deadline predicate to each timed transition.
– V ′: (T × X) 9 Q≥0 is a partial update function. We denote by V ′(ti) the update function of ti.
• Smax: T t → Q>0 assigns to each timed transition itsmaximal firing speed.
• Π is the priority function that assigns to each transition its priority level.
• Init = (m0, v0) is the initial state ofM, where the vectorsm0 ∈ N Pd and v0 ∈ RV≥0 are respectively the discrete marking
and the valuation of continuous places.
In the following, we present some notations used in this paper. For an MSHPN modelM, the instantaneous execution
speed, s(t), of Man MSHPN at time t is a vector of |Tt | components whose ith component is the execution speed of the
transition ti at the time t . Similarly, the instantaneous evolution rate, r(t), of M an MSHPN at the time t is a vector of
|V | components whose jth component is the first derivative of the continuous variable (place) vj at the time t . These time
dependent variables will be denoted simply by s and r and are referred to as the speed and rate vectors in the rest of this
paper. It is worth mentioning that there is a simple relationship between the rate and speed vectors and if the speed vector
is given the rate vector can be computed simply. This relation is described in Section 4.4.
The discrete marking of the net and the valuation of continuous places are denoted respectively by m and v and are
referred to asmarking and valuation. Both the speed, s, and the rate, r , are the function s = speed(m, v) and r = rate(m, v)
of the marking and valuation of the model. Computing these functions in presence of the predicates assigned to timed
transitions, priorities and so on is the subject of Section 5 of this paper.
The state of an MSHPN,M, is defined as the triple M = (m, v, r). Since we have r = rate(m, v), we also may use the
tupleM = (m, v) to denote a state ofM.
As in generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs), a transition ti is said to be enabled in a marking,m, if it has concession in
the same marking, and if no transition with higher priorities has concession in m [43]. In addition, a timed transition, ti, is
said to be executing in the stateM = (m, v, r), if ti ∈ enabled(m) and si > 0, where si is the execution speed of ti. We denote
by enabled(m) and executing(m, v) the set of enabled and executing transitions in the stateM = (m, v) .
4.3.2. Operational semantics
The behavior of anMSHPN,M, can be expressed as a timed transition system (TTS), SM . There are two types of transitions
in SM: discrete or continuous. Discrete transitions of SM correspond to the changing of discrete marking ofM due to the
firing of immediate or timed transitions. On the other hand, continuous transitions of SM correspond to the execution of
timed transition and evolution of real variables with a constant rate due to time elapsing. In addition, the evolution rate of
real variables may change through time as the variables evolve.
Definition 2 (Semantics of an MSHPN). The semantics of an MSHPN,M= (P, T , A, R, L, Smax,Π, Init), is defined as a non-
deterministic timed transition system, SM= (Q, Q0, →), such that:
• Q= NPd × R≥0V × Q≥0V ;
• Q0 = {(m0, v0, r0) , r0 = rate(m0, v0)};
• →∈ Q× (T ∪ R>0)×Q is the transition relation including discrete and continuous transitions:
◦ The discrete transition relation is defined as follows:
– ∀ t ∈ Ti, we have:
(m, v, r)
t→ m′, v′, r ′ iff

t ∈ enabled (m)
m′ = m− pre (t)+ post (t)
v′ = v ⊕ V ′ (t)
r ′ = rate m′, v′
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– ∀ t ∈ Tt , we have:
(m, v, r)
t→ m′, v′, r ′ iff

Ti ∩ enabled (m) = ∅
t ∈ executing (m)
v ∈ fp (t)
m′ = m− pre (t)+ post (t)
v′ = v ⊕ V ′ (t)
r ′ = rate m′, v′
◦ ∀ d ∈ R>0, the continuous transition relation is defined by:
(m, v, r)
d→ m, v′, r ′ iff

Ti ∩ enabled (m) = ∅
∀ 0 ≤ d′ < d · rate m, v + d′ × r = r
v′ = v + d× r
r ′ = rate m′, v′
4.4. The incidence matrix
In general, the incidence matrix of a hybrid Petri net consists of three sub-matrices; WD corresponding to arcs among
discrete nodes,W C corresponding to arcs among continuous nodes, andW CD to arcs among continuous places and discrete
transitions [8]. However, in this paper we use only one incidence matrix corresponding to the evolution in time of real
variables of anMSHPN. For anMSHPN,M, withm timed transitions and p continuous places, the incidencematrixW = wij
is a p× mmatrix of rational numbers corresponding to the evolution of the real variables associated to continuous places.
A typical entry of the incidence matrixWp×m is given by:
wij = w+ij −w−ij (1)
where,w+ij = post(xi, tj) is the default rate of the arc from timed transition, tj, to the output place, xi, andw−ij = pre(xi, tj)
is the default rate of the arc to the transition, tj, from the input place, xi. The state equation corresponding to the continuous
place variables is as follows:
r = W × s (2)
where, s = speed(m, v) is the instantaneous execution speed vector and r is the rate vector, corresponding to the evolution in
time of real variables, V . This implies that the evolution in time of real variables vector, v, is the image of the instantaneous
firing speeds vector under the linear transformation (matrix)W . We use this property in the speed calculation algorithm. In
the rest of this paper, the above relation is shortly denoted as the function r = rate(m, v).
5. The speed computation and the related issues
In this section, we discuss an important behavioral aspect of MSHPNs, which is the speed computation of transitions in
presence of conflicts, priorities and the predicates assigned to transitions. We will also present the speed-based partition
technique, which is necessary for state space computation.
5.1. Instantaneous execution speed
Due to the recursive nature of enabling and firing rules in hybrid Petri nets, determining the execution speed of transitions
in hybrid and continuous PNs is not a simple problem. The problem of computing the instantaneous execution speed in
invariant behavior state (IB-state) of constant speed continuous Petri net (CCPN) is addressed in [8,9]. The algorithm in [8]
is based on an iterative approach in which the value of instantaneous execution speed at iteration step i + 1, bi +1(t), is
dependent on bi(t), the value from previous step. In the approach presented in [9], polyhedral computations are applied
to specify an area of possible instantaneous execution speeds. If the actual conflicts are resolved by global priorities, the
instantaneous execution speed is found in a set of the polyhedron vertices, or alternatively by one formulation of linear
programming problem per each priority level.
However, none of the previous approaches [8–10] can be used to compute the instantaneous execution speed of an
MSHPN. Because, the execution of each timed transition in an MSHPN model is restricted to its specified execution area, a
new speed computation procedure is required for MSHPNs.
In the rest of this section, we propose an algorithm based on polyhedral computations to compute the instantaneous
execution speed of MSHPNs. At first, the notion of conflict in MSHPNs is described in Section 5.2, then we present the speed
computation procedure in Section 5.3 and finally, in Section 5.4 we describe the speed-based partitioning technique, which
is used for reachability analysis of MSHPNs.
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Fig. 3. Conflicts in an MSHPN model.
5.2. Conflicts in MSHPNs
Conflicts among immediate transitions have the same definition and resolution rules as in GSPNs [43]. If there is a conflict
between an immediate and a timed transition, the immediate transition has priority over the timed transition. However,
conflicts may arise in several situations among timed transitions. In an MSHPN, there is an actual conflict among a set of k
timed transitions, T = {t1, t2, . . . , tk}, if the speed of at least one of them has to be changed due to the changes in the speed
of other transitions in the set. When there is a conflict among a set of transitions, several conflict resolution policies can be
used [8].
5.2.1. Priority policy
With the priority policy, first the highest priority timed transition is executed with the maximum possible execution
speed and then the second highest in the rankwill be executedwith themaximumpossible speed and so on. Specially, when
two output transitions are connected to the same continuous place, which is supplied by an input transition, the input flow
of the common continuous place is used first to execute the highest priority timed transition with the maximum possible
speed. The remaining part of the input flow is used to execute the other transition with the maximum speed possible.
5.2.2. Flow-sharing policies
Another alternative is to use a conflict resolution method based on one of the following flow sharing policies:
1. Equal sharing policy:With equal sharing policy, the execution speed of conflicting transitions is adjusted such that they
have the same production/consumption rates.
2. Proportional sharing policy:With this sharing policy, the execution speed of conflicting transitions is adjusted such that
they have consumption/production rates proportional to their default production/consumption rates.
3. Maximal speed proportion policy: With this sharing policy, the execution speed of conflicting transitions is adjusted
such that they have execution speeds proportional to their maximal speeds.
Example 1. Consider theMSHPNmodels shown in Fig. 3.We denote by smaxi themaximum speed of the transition ti. Assume
that in both models in Fig. 3 we have smax1 = 1, smax2 = 2 and smax3 = 5. Consider the MSHPN shown in Fig. 3(a). Assume the
place x is unmarked. Resolving the conflict between t2 and t3 using the proportional sharing policy we obtain s2 = s3 = 4/3.
If the maximal speed proportion policy is used we have s2 = 2/3 and s3 = 5/3. However, if the priority policy is used and
t3 has more priority than t2 we have s2 = 0 and s3 = 2. Now, consider the MSHPN in Fig. 3(b). If, the capacity of the place
x is 10 and we have x = 10, then conflict arises between t2 and t3. Resolving the conflict using the equal sharing policy we
obtain s2 = 2 and s3 = 1.
A special kind of conflict in MSHPNs arises due to the restrictions on the execution areas of the timed transitions. An
example of such a situation is given in the following.
Example 2. Now, consider the model in Fig. 4(a). Assume the maximum speed of all transitions is one and initially we have
(x, y) = (9/4, 1). As shown in Fig. 4(b), according to the execution area of t1 and t2 the spaceR2 is split into three partitions.
The rate vector in the leftmost and rightmost partition is (1, 2) and (−2, 2), respectively. However, the rate vector on
the boundary line is computed as follows. Assume at time t = 0 we are on the boundary line, since both transitions are
executing, due to their execution predicates, we go toward the direction (1, 2), however, immediately after t = 0 we are
in the rightmost partition and t1 and t2 are disabled. Therefore, we move toward the direction (−2, 2) and again get back
on the boundary line. Therefore, it is as we move upward on the boundary line. The chronogram in Fig. 4(b) shows how the
model evolves through time. Since, in order to stay on the boundary line we should have s1 + 2s2 = 1.5, a conflict arises
between t1 and t2. Using the proportional sharing policy we obtain s1 = s2 = 0.5 so the rate vector is (−0.5, 2).
In this paper, we use the priority policy to resolve the conflicts among transitions of different priority levels and flow
sharing policies for transitions of the same priority.
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Fig. 4. A special kind of conflict in MSHPNs.
5.3. Speed computation procedure
The issue of speed computation in presence of priorities and conflicts for CCPNs is investigated in [8–10]. As explained
above, none of these approaches is suitable for MSHPNs. In this section, we present an algorithm based on polyhedral
computations to compute the instantaneous execution speed vector, s = speed(m, v) as a function of m and v. The
instantaneous execution speed vector, s, is a vector whose ith component specifies the instantaneous execution speed si
of the timed transition ti. The instantaneous execution speed of ti is bounded on interval [0, smaxi ] as the execution speed
cannot be negative and it cannot be higher than the maximal execution speed of ti, smaxi . In the following, we give some
definitions that are used in the speed computation algorithm. The set of all feasible speed vectors of an MSHPN forms a
Rectangle in R|Tt |.
Definition 3 (Speed Rectangle). The speed rectangle of an MSHPN,M, is a rectangle Rspeed in R|Tt | representing the set of all




[0, smaxi ]. (3)
Due to the predicates assigned to timed transition, the execution of each timed transition in an MSHPN is restricted to its
execution area.
Definition 4 (Execution Area). The execution area, E(ti), of a timed transition ti, is obtained by adding some implicit
constraints to its execution predicate, ep(ti), and is defined as follows:
E (ti) = (ep (ti)− dp (ti)) ∩
 




which means that ti is executing if:
– its execution predicate is true,
– its deadline condition is not satisfied, and
– its input (continuous) places are marked.
The execution area, E(ti), of a timed transition ti is a NNC-polyhedron in PNNC (V ). If the valuation vector v is an interior
point of the execution area E(ti), of the enabled transition ti, the transition ti is executing with themaximum possible speed
and whatever the rate vector is, we remain inside E(ti) and ti remains executing with the maximum possible speed (i.e.,
smaxi ) at least for a short time interval. Therefore, we will have si = smaxi . In such a state ti is said to be strongly executing.
Definition 5 (Strongly Executing). A timed transition ti ∈ Tt is strongly executing in the state (m, v, r) if ti ∈ enabled(m)
and v ∈ interior(E(ti)).
However, if either ti is disabled according to discrete PNs enabling rules or v is an exterior point of the execution area
E(ti), of ti, the transition ti is disabled and whatever the rate vector is, we remain outside E(ti) and ti remains disabled at
least for a short time interval. Therefore, we have si= 0. In such a state ti is said to be strongly disabled.
Definition 6 (Strongly Disabled). A timed transition ti ∈ Tt is strongly disabled in state (m, v, r) if either ti /∈ enabled(m) or
v ∈ exterior(E(ti)).
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Fig. 5. The speed computation algorithm.
From Definitions 5 and 6, it can be simply deducted that when a group of transitions are conflicting, none of them is
strongly executing or strongly disabled. Therefore, in the stateM=(m, v), conflicts among a set Tof timed transitions occur
only if we have v ∈ boundary(E(ti)) for all timed transitions ti ∈ T .
In order to compute the execution speed vector, we need some other definitions: given a NNC polyhedron p as the
execution area of a timed transition ti, starting from the point x ∈ Rn:
1. I (p, x) is the set of all directions which are inside the polyhedron p,
2. B (p, x) the set of all directions which are on the boundaries of p, and
3. E (p, x) the set of all directions which are outside p.
Definition 7. Given a NNC polyhedron p ⊆ Rn and a vector x ∈ Rn, the polyhedra I(p, x), B (p, x), and E(p, x) are defined
as follows:
I (p, x) = {r ∈ Rn | ∃t > 0 · x+ t × r ∈ interior (p)}
B (p, x) = {r ∈ Rn | ∃t > 0 · x+ t × r ∈ boundary(p)}
E (p, x) = {r ∈ Rn | ∃t > 0 · x+ t × r ∈ exterior(p)} .
(5)
The speed computation algorithm is given in Fig. 5.
The following is an example of the application of the speed computation algorithm.
5.3.1. Example
Example 3. Consider the model shown in Fig. 6. Assume v = (x, y) = (7, 6). The speed vector is computed as follows. The




[[0 ≤ si ≤ 1]], W =

1 1 −3 0 0
0 0 4 −1 −2

.
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Fig. 6. An MSHPN model.
The execution speed vector is obtained when in the ‘‘For each’’ loop in line 4 of the algorithm, we have I = {}, B = {t3} and
E = {t2}. We have:












In line 7 of the algorithm, the set of all possible speed vectors is obtained as follows:
P speed ∩ (Preimage of Prate under the functionW ) =




that is a single point representing the speed vector s = (1, 0, 7/11, 1, 1)T , which is an acceptable speed vector.
5.3.2. Correctness proof
In the following, we present an explanation and correctness proof for the speed calculation algorithm in Fig. 5. Assume
the multisingular hybrid Petri net,M is in stateM = (m, v, r) where r = rate (m, v) = W × s. In order to calculate the
speed vector s, we calculate the set Prate of all possible rate vectors and the set Pspeed of all possible speed vectors. Then we
restrict these two sets according to the properties of MSHPNs until the speed vector is obtained. According to Definitions 5
and 6, the execution speed of each strongly enabled timed transitions ti is its maximum speed (i.e., si = smaxi ), while the
execution speed of each strongly disabled timed transitions ti is 0 (i.e., si = 0). In line 6 of the algorithm, we have restricted
the set P0speed of possible speed vectors according to the speed rectangle and the set of strongly enabled and strongly disabled
transitions. The speed of all strongly executing and strongly disabled transitions is respectively set to the maximum speed
and zero:
P0speed = Rspeed ∩
 
ti is strongly executing

si = smaxi
 ∩  




Therefore, we only need to calculate the execution speed of the set T of transitions, which are neither strongly enabled nor
strongly disabled. For each transition ti ∈ T , we have v ∈ boundary(ti) and there are three possibilities:
1. As time progresses, we move toward and remain in the interior of the set E(ti) at least for a short time interval, that is:
∃t ′ ∈ R>0 · ∀ 0 < t ≤ t ′ · v + t × r ∈ interior(E(ti)).
In this case, we have si = smaxi .
2. As time progresses, we remain in the boundary of the set E(ti) at least for a short time interval, that is:
∃t ′ ∈ R>0 · ∀ 0 < t ≤ t ′ · v + t × r ∈ boundary(E(ti)).
In this case, we have 0 ≤ si ≤ smaxi .
3. As time progresses we move toward and remain in the exterior of the set E(ti) at least for a short time interval, that is:
∃t ′ ∈ R>0 · ∀ 0 < t ≤ t ′ · v + t × r ∈ exterior(E(ti)).
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In this case, we have si = 0.
Since there are |T | transitions each of them can follow the above three possibilities, there are 3|T | different possibilities.
We examine all the 3|T | above mentioned cases by the ‘‘For each’’ loop in line 4 of Algorithm 1 to find the speed vector
according to the priorities, conflict resolution policies and the execution areas of the transitions. In the algorithm, we denote
the set of transitions following the three above mentioned cases by I , B and E respectively. When examining each case, we
restrict the set Pspeed of possible speed vectors and the set Prate of possible rate vectors according to Definition 7 and the sets
I and E:






















E (E (ti) , v)

.
According to line 5, the set Prate is the set of all possible rate vectors which lay inside the execution area of the transitions
in I on the boundary of the execution areas of the transitions in B and outside the execution areas of the transitions in E.
In line 7, by computing the preimage of the set Prate under the linear transformationW and intersecting the result with the
set Pspeed, we rule out the set of speed vectors, which are not feasible due to Eq. (2), and restrict ourselves to the set of speed
vectors among which the correct speed vector could be found according to the priorities and conflict resolution policies.
Pspeed = Pspeed ∩ (Preimage of Prate under the functionW ).
Since we assume that speedmaximization is prior to priority resolution, in the ‘‘For’’ loop in lines 8 through 16, we compute
the set of possible execution speeds of the timed transitions from the highest priority level down to the lowest. In line 10, we
partition the transitions with a specified priority level into the set TG = {G1,G2, . . . , Gr} of groups of conflicting transitions.
This set is determined according to the faces of Pspeed such that a transition ti belongs to a group Gk if and only if ti is in
conflict with at least one transition tj ∈ Gk.
In line 13, using the method proposed in [10], a conflict resolution policy is applied to resolve the conflicts. We use the
linear programming techniques to find the set of solutions for the speed vector in lines 13, 14 and 16. The correct speed
vector is calculated by using an additional acceptability testing in line 17 that checks the acceptability of each potential
speed vector and excludes the non-acceptable ones. The acceptability testing procedure is an iterative procedure with an
idea similar to the speed calculation algorithm in [8].
5.4. Speed-based partitioning
In this section, we present the speed-based partitioning technique, which partitions the space of all valuations for real
variables (continuous places),R≥0|V | into a finite set of not necessarily closed convex polyhedra, such that the speed vector
in each polyhedron is a specified constant vector. We perform this partitioning according to the functions I (p, y), B (p, x)
and E (p, x) in Definition 7.
Property 1. Given a NNC polyhedron, p ⊆ Rn the set of all vectors in R≥0|V | can be partitioned into a finite set of partitions
C = {c1, . . . c|C|}, such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ |C|, ci is a NNC polyhedron in R≥0
|V |
and we have:
∀x, y ∈ ci · (I (p, x) = I (p, y) ∧ B (p, x) = B (p, y) ∧ E (p, x) = E (p, y)) .
For example, consider the polyhedron p = [[x− 2y ≥ −11 ∧ 5x+ 2y ≥ 17 ∧ y ≥ 1]]. This polyhedron is partitioned into six
sets c1 to c6 as shown in Fig. 7. For example, for c5 and c6 we have:
x ∈ c5 = [[x = 3 ∧ y = 1]]⇒
 I (p, x) = [[y > 0 ∧ 5x+ 2y > 0]]
B (p, x) = [[y = 0 ∧ x ≥ 0]] ∪ [[5x+ 2y = 0 ∧ x ≤ 0]]
E (p, x) = [[y < 0]] ∪ [[5x+ 2y < 0]]
x ∈ c6 = [[x = 1 ∧ y = 6]]⇒
 I (p, x) = [[5x+ 2y > 0 ∧ x− 2y > 0]]
B (p, x) = [[5x+ 2y = 0 ∧ x ≥ 0]] ∪ [[x− 2y = 0 ∧ x ≥ 0]]
E (p, x) = [[5x+ 2y < 0]] ∪ [[x− 2y < 0]] .
It can be simply seen that the number of partitions is one more than the number of faces of the polyhedron and since
the number of faces of a polyhedron is finite we have a finite number of partitions. Therefore, for each transition ti ∈ Tt , the
space R≥0|V | is partitioned according to E (ti) into a finite set Cti of NNC polyhedra. Therefore, the following property holds:
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Fig. 7. Partitioning of a polyhedron based on the functions in Definition 7.
Property 2. Considering all timed transitions together, the space R≥0|V | , is partitioned into a set of partitions C = {c1, . . . c|C|},





Since the speed computation algorithm uses only the values of the functions I (E (ti) , v),B (E (ti) , v), E (E (ti) , v), the speed
vector has the same value for all valuations, v ∈ cj, 1 ≤ j ≤ |C|.
As we mentioned earlier, the speed-based partitioning technique partitions the space R≥0|V | into a finite set of not
necessarily closed convex polyhedra, such that the speed vector in each polyhedron is a specified constant vector. However,
in order to perform reachability analysis on anMSHPN, in addition to these set of partitions we need to know if from a given
partition another partition is reached by time elapsing. This question can be answered using the speed-based partitioning
graph.
Definition 8 (Speed-Based Partitioning Graph). The speed-based partitioning graph Gm = (Z, S) of an MSHPN model in
discretemarkingm is a graphwhosenodes are different partitions ofR≥0|V | andwhose edges represent the successor relation
among them. We have an edge from ni to nj iff the evolution rate vector in the partition ni moves us toward the partition nj.
We have:
• Z = {(z1, r1), . . . , (z|Z|, r|Z|)} is a finite set of tuples where each zi is a NNC-polyhedron with ∀x ∈ zi · rate (m, x) = r i,
• 1≤i≤|Z| zi = (R≥0)|v| ∧ ∀ zi, zj ≠ zi ∈ Z · zi ∩ zj = ∅, and
• S = ((zi, ri), (zj, rj))  i ≠ j ∧ closure (zi) ∩ closure(zj) ≠ ∅ ∧ ∃t ∈ R≥0, x ∈ zi · x+ tri ∈ zj is the set of edges.
The algorithm shown in Fig. 8 (Algorithm 2), builds the speed-based partitioning graph of a givenMSHPN,M. The speed-
based partitioning graph is a fundamental structure in symbolic state space computation algorithm.
In lines 1 and 2 of Algorithm 2, for each timed transition, ti, the set Ci of partitions is computed and in ‘‘For each’’ loop
of lines 4 and 5, it is used to partition the space of real variables, (R≥0)|V | into an initial set of partitions (nodes). Lines 8
through 12 merge the neighbor partitions zi and zj, if 1) they have the same evolution rate and 2) zi ∪ zj is a convex set. This
merging phase is required because it helps to decrease the number of nodes of the initial graph. Finally, in line 13 the set of
edges is constructed based on Definition 8.
Example 4. Application of the speed-based partitioningmethod for theMSHPN of Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 9. The initial speed-
based partitioning graph is shown in the Fig. 9(a), accomplishing themerging phase, the graph in Fig. 9(b) and (c) is obtained.
Fig. 9(d) shows the polyhedra corresponding to the set of partitions of the speed-based partitioning graph.
5.5. Termination proof
The termination proof for the speed computation algorithm is straightforward; the ‘‘For’’ loop in line 4 of Algorithm 1
examines 3|T | cases where T ⊆ Tt is the set of transitions which are neither strongly enabled nor strongly disabled. On the
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Fig. 8. The speed-based partitioning algorithm.
Fig. 9. The speed-based partitioning graph of the MSHPN in Fig. 6.
other hand, the ‘‘For’’ loops in lines 8 and 11 iterate |T | and TPriority times (in theworst case) respectively. Therefore the speed
computation algorithm will eventually terminate. Now, we prove that the speed based partitioning is also a terminating
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Fig. 10. The symbolic state space computation algorithm for MSHPNs.
procedure. According to Properties 1 and 2 given in Section 5.4, considering all timed transitions together, the space R≥0|V |,
is partitioned into a finite set C = {c1, . . . c|C|} of partitions. The ‘‘While’’ loop in line 7 of Algorithm 2 stops when no
partitions can be merged and since in each iteration of this loop at least two partitions are merged into one, at most |C| − 1
iterations are needed for the loop to reach the end. Therefore, the speed based partitioning procedure is also a terminating
algorithm.
6. Reachability analysis of MSHPNs
In this section, we study the reachability analysis of MSHPNs. The reachability analysis comprises two closely related
issues, namely, the study of decidability and the development of algorithms. Since the MSHPN model relies on a dense
model of time, the infinite set of states of an MSHPN cannot be exhaustively enumerated [44]. However, it is possible to
partition the infinite state space into a set of groups of states. These groups of states are called state classes [11,9,45].
Definition 9 (State Class). A state class of anMSHPN is a triple SC = (m, Z, r), wherem is the discretemarking, Z , a valuation
domain, which is represented as a closed polyhedron over the real variables, and r , the evolution rate vector for the points
of Z in markingm.
We also denote by SS = (m, S, r) a set of states (not necessarily a state class), with the same marking and rate vector,
(m, S, r) = {(m, v, r) | v ∈ S}. We writeM = (m, v, r) ∈ (m, S, r) iff v ∈ S.
Definition 10 (Inclusion of State Classes). A state class SC ′ = (m′, Z ′, r ′) is included in another state class SC = (m, Z, r) iff
they have the same markings and evolution rates and Z ′ ⊆ Z . This is denoted by SC ′ ⊆ SC .
6.1. Symbolic state space computation
The analysis techniques for hybrid automata are given in [3]. In this section, we present a methodology for analyzing
MSHPNs that is based on the speed-based partitioning graph obtained by the algorithm in Fig. 10. The algorithm presented
in this section, computes the symbolic state space. First, we give some definitions.
Definition 11 (Time Progress). Given a state M = (m, v, r) with discrete marking m and the valuation v for the real
variables, the impact of time progress by the amount d ∈ R≥0 on real variables is:
TimeProgress (M, d)=v+d× r.
Definition 12 (Time Can Progress). Time can progress by the amount d ∈ R≥0 from the state M = (m, v, r) if this is
permitted by the speed-based partitioning graph, Gm, of the markingm; that is:
TimeCanProgress (M, d) iff ∀0 ≤ d′ < d · rate m, v+ d′.r = rate (m, v) .
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Definition 13 (Forward Time Closure). Given a set of states SS = (m, S, r), forward time closure ⟨SS⟩↗ of SS is the set of
states that are reachable from some stateM = (m, v, r) ∈ SS by letting time progress:
M ′ = m, v′, r ∈ ⟨SS⟩↗ iff ∃M = (m, v, r) ∈ SS, d ∈ R≥0 ·
TimeCanProgress (M, d) ∧ v′ = TimeProgress(M, d).
Definition 14 (Post-Condition). Given a set of states SS = (m, S, r), and a transition ti ∈ T , the post-condition postti(SS) of
SS with respect to the firing of ti is the set of states that are reachable from some states M ∈ SS by firing the transition ti.
We have:
M ′ = m′, v′, r ′ ∈ postti (SS) iff ∃M = (m, v, r) ∈ SS ·
 v
′ = v ⊕ V ′ (ti)
m′ = m− pre (t)+ post (t)
r ′ = rate m′, v .
Algorithm 3 shown in Fig. 10 obtains the symbolic state space of an MSHPN model.
When a newly computed state class SC ′ is included in an already existing state class SC , i.e., SC ′ ⊆ SC , we stop the
exploration of the current branch. If there is no inclusion, then we loop anyway but continue computing the successors of
the set of states that are not in the set SC ′ ∩ SC .
6.2. Termination of the algorithm
Practically, systems that can be modeled as multisingular hybrid automata (MSHA) [7], can also be modeled as MSHPNs.
The proof is given in this section. Therefore, since the reachability problem is undecidable for multisingular hybrid automata
[12], it is undecidable for multisingular hybrid Petri nets as well. Thus, the symbolic state space computation algorithm
shown in Fig. 10 is not guaranteed to finish.
Here, we propose an algorithm to translate an MSHA,MA, into an MSHPN,MP to which it is time-bisimilar. We actually
consider a restricted form of MSHA where the actions are omitted, as defined in [7]:
Definition 15 (Multisingular Hybrid Automaton). A multisingular hybrid automaton is an 8-tupleA = (L, l0, X, A, E, init,
inv, flow), where:
• L is a finite set of locations,
• ℓ0 is the initial location,
• X is a finite set of real variables,
• A is a finite set of actions,
• E ⊂ L× C(X)× A× 2X × R≥0X × L is a finite set of edges. If e = ℓ, δ, α, η, ψ, ℓ′ ∈ E, e is the edge from location
ℓ to location ℓ
′
, with the guard δ, the action α, assigning new values to the set η of variables according to the valuation
ψ . The guard function δ is a closed polyhedron on X .
• init, inv and flow are three locations labeling functions that assign to each locations ℓ ∈ L three predicates. init(ℓ) ∈
R≥0
X determines the initial condition, inv(ℓ) ∈ P(X) the invariant condition and flow(ℓ) ∈ R≥0X the flow condition
of ℓ.
LetMA = (L, ℓ1, X, A, E, init, inv, flow) be anMSHA: let L = {ℓ1, . . . , ℓm} be the set of locations, X = {x1, . . . , xn} the
set of real variables, ℓ1 the initial location, Ok =

ek,1, . . . , ek,|Ok|

the set of outgoing edges from location ℓk. The following
procedure builds a MSHPNMP = (P, T , A, R, L, Smax,Π, Init) bisimilar to the initial MSHA,MA:
1. For each ℓi ∈ L inMA, add a discrete place, pℓi, a timed transition, tℓi and a discrete arc from pℓi to tℓi inMP . The execution
predicate of tℓi is the same as the invariant assigned to ℓi.
2. For each xj ∈ X inMA, add a continuous place pxj inMP .
3. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n if ri,j = flow

ℓi, xj
 ≠ 0, add a continuous arc with weight ri,j between tℓi and pxj. If
ri,j > 0 the arc is directed from tℓi to pxj; otherwise, it is directed from pxj to tℓi.
4. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ |Oi| with ei,j =

ℓi, δi,j, αi,j, ηi,j, ψi,j, ℓk





Also, add discrete arcs from pℓi to teij and from teij to pℓk. In addition, V ′(teij) is determined according to ηi,j and ψi,j.
5. In initial marking ofMP all places are unmarked except pℓ1 that contains a single token. All continuous places have values
according to the function init .
In order to prove the soundness of the translation, we will show that the MSHPNMP is time bisimilar to the original
MSHAMA.
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Theorem 1 (Timed Bisimulation Relation). LetQA andQP be the set of states of the MSHAMA and the MSHPNMP , respectively.
Let R ⊂ QA ×QP be a binary relation, such that:
∀ qA = (ℓi, vA) ∈ QA, ∀ qM = (m, vM , r) ∈ QM ·
qARqM iff
 marking (m, pdi) = 1 ∧ ∀p ∈ Pd · p ≠ pdi ⇒ marking (m, pdi) = 0
vA = vM
r = rate(m, vM)
R is a timed bisimulation relation.
Proof. The proof is a two step procedure. Let qA = (ℓi, vA) ∈ QA, qM =

mj, vM , r
 ∈ QM and qMRqA. First, in Step 1,
we prove that if qM
σ−→MqM ′, ∃qA′ ∈ QA such that qA σ−→AqA′ and qM ′RqA′. Then, in Step 2, we prove that if qA σ−→AqM ′,
∃qM ′ ∈ QM such that qM σ−→MqM ′ and qM ′RqA′.
Step 1.
1. Assume in MP time is allowed to progress by d ∈ R≥0 time units from qM , i.e., we have qM d→MqM ′ with qM ′ =
mj, v′M = vM + d× r, r

. According to Step 1 of the translation procedure, the execution predicate of the timed







 = qA′ with v′A = vA + d× r and consequently qM ′RqA′.
2. Assume from the state qM =

mj, vM , r
 ∈ QM of MP the timed transition ti can be fired: qM = mj, vM , r
t→M

mk, v′M , r ′
 = q′M with mk = mj−pre (ti)+post (ti), vM ′ = vM⊕V ′ (t) and r ′ = rate mk, v′M. Since ti is fireable in
qM we have vM ∈ fp (ti) and according to Step 4 of the translation procedure,MA has the edge e =

ℓi, δiq, ti, ψmjk, ℓq

,
where pℓq is the only discrete place in marking mk that is marked (with a single token) and ψmjk = V ′ (ti). According to
Step 4, the enabling guard δiq of the edge e is the same as the firing predicate fp (ti) of the timed transition ti. Therefore,
the edge e can be taken in the state qA ofMA and we have qA
t→AqA′ with qA′ = (ℓq, v′A = v′M) and consequently qM ′RqA′.
3. According to the translation procedure, no immediate transition exists in MP . Therefore, we do not have the
corresponding transitions in the timed transition system ofMP .
Step 2.





A = vA + d× flow(ℓi)

. Therefore, vA ∈ inv(ℓi) and v′A ∈ inv(ℓi). According to Step 5 of the translation
procedure, in markingmj the discrete place pℓi is marked and since according to Step 1 we have ep = inv(ℓi). Therefore,
time is allowed to progress by d ∈ R≥0 time units in state qM ∈ QM ofMM i.e., qM d→MqM ′ =

mj, v′M = vM + d× r, r

,
too. And, since according to Step 3 we have r = flow(ℓi), then qM ′RqA′.






. According to Definition 2, we have δ (vA) = true and according to Step 4 and 5 of the translation
procedure,MP is inmarkingmj. Since the firing predicate of enabled timed transition teij is Fg (teik) = δ (vA), teik is enabled
in qM , i.e., qM
teik−→MqM ′ =

mq, v′M , r ′

. According to Step 4, V ′(teik) is determined according to ηi,k and ψi,k. Therefore,
v′M = v′A and consequently qM ′RqA′.
Therefore, the MSHPNMP is bisimilar to the initial MSHAMA. 
Example 5. Consider the MSHPN model shown in Fig. 6. The set of partitions obtained by applying the speed-based
partitioning algorithm for this model is shown in Fig. 11. In this example, we refer to these partitions as z0 to z7. Let I be the
set of initial states corresponding to the valuations with 6 ≤ x ≤ 12 and 2 ≤ y ≤ 3.
Now, we iteratively compute the set (I →∗) of reachable states from the set I of initial states. Since, the set I of states has





6 ≤ x ≤ 7








7 < x ≤ 12











7 ≤ x ≤ 12







 7 ≤ x ≤ 12y ≥ 2x+ y ≤ 15
x− 2y ≥ −5

 , (−1, 1)

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Fig. 11. Symbolic state space computation of the MSHPN of Fig. 6.
Fig. 12. The state class graph of the model of Fig. 6.





6 ≤ x ≤ 7







 x ≤ 7y ≥ 210 ≤ x+ 2y ≤ 13
x− 2y ≥ −5

 , (−2, 1)
 .
From the states in node z4, we may reach the nodes z7, z3 and z1. Therefore, the following classes are obtained:
C2 = ⟨(null, Z(C0) ∩ closure (z1) , (−2, 1))⟩↗ =

null,
 x ≤ 7
11 ≤ x+ 2y
















 x ≥ 7
x+ y ≤ 15






















0 ≤ x ≤ 7


































The state class graph of the model is shown in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 13. Occupation places and occupation arcs.
7. Resource sharing
In many situations in hybrid systems, the progress speed of tasks is restricted by the types of the required resources, the
amounts of available resources of a needed type and the number of executing tasks using those resources simultaneously.
Such situations arise in the following examples of applications:
• Scheduling systems, where n tasks share the same processor using the round-robin scheduling policy. In these systems,
the progress speed of each task depends on the processing power of the processor and n.
• Communication systems, where data packets are uploaded through a channel with fixed capacity. In these systems, the
time needed for uploading packets, depends on the number of packets being uploaded simultaneously, the priorities of
packets and the upload capacity of the channel.
• Streamprocessing systems, where different channels of data streamare being processed, compressed and stored in storage.
Example 6. Consider a server with the download capacity ds, which downloads data streams from k clients. Assume the
ith client mi, uploads a file of the size fi, through an upload channel of capacity ui. Assuming U(t) be the set of uploading
clients at time t , if we have

i∈U(t) ui ≤ ds, then all uploads will proceed with their maximum speed. However, if we have
i∈U(t) ui > ds, then the upload rate inmi will be ri = (ds × ui)/

j∈U(t) uj.
Themodel shown in Fig. 13(a) describes this system. The timed transition tresourse generates a flowwith themaximum rate
ds. However, since the execution predicate of tresourse is q1 = 0, the execution speed is at most equal toni=1 siui. Therefore,
the flow generated by tresourse is shared among the transitions t1 to tn if
n
i=1 siui ≤ ds. The timed transition tresourse, the
continuous place q1 and the arc from tresourse to q1 help us to model the impact of resource constrains on the execution
speed of transitions. Such a pattern can be used in all the above mentioned examples and many other situations. We use
occupation places and occupation arcs as an abbreviation for such patterns. Occupation places are shown by two concentric
circles adhered to a box. Occupation arcs that connect occupation places to timed transitions are shown by dotted double
arrows. A continuous place, q1, with the initial value 0, a timed transition, tresource, with the execution predicate q1 = 0 and
an arc with the weight, c , directed from tresource to q1 , as shown in Fig. 13(c), is abbreviated by an occupation place, Oi, with
the weight, c , as shown in Fig. 13(d). Also, each occupation arc, aj, connecting q1 to tj is replaced by a continuous arc, a′j,
with the same weight between Oi and tj.
As an example, the occupation place in theMSHPN shown in Fig. 13(b), has the same impact on the execution speed of the
timed transitions t1 through tn as in themodel in Fig. 13(a). We assign to the corresponding occupation place, themaximum
summation of the upload capacities (which is the maximum amount of available resource, ds) and to each occupation arc,
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Fig. 14. (a) The producer and consumer program, (b) The speed-based partitioning graph Gp1 in marking p1 (c) and Gp2 in marking p2 .
ai, corresponding tomi, the maximum need of the corresponding task (the maximum amount of the needed resource bymi,
which is ui).
In general, occupation places and arcs help the modeler to control the execution speed of a set of transitions sharing
common resources. Each occupation place represents a resource in the system. To each occupation place, is assigned a
rational number as the amount of the available resource. Occupation arcs connect the occupation places (resources) to
timed transitions (tasks) needing that resources. To each occupation arc, is assigned an occupation rate, which specifies the
rate in which the transition uses (consumes) the corresponding resource. Assume an occupation place, O1, with the weight,
c , is supposed to control the execution speed of timed transitions t1, t2, . . . tn, and the transition, ti, is connected toO1 through
an occupation arc, ai, with the weight, ri. O1 imposes the following constraints on the execution speed of transitions:
1≤i≤n
si×ri ≤ c (7)
where, si is the execution speed of ti.
Example 7. Consider the MSHPN model shown in Fig. 14(a), where a producer and a consumer thread share a common,
fixed-size buffer. The producer thread alternates between twomodes: running and stopped. It spends 3 to 7 time units in the
stopped mode and then switches to the running mode. While in the running mode, the thread generates a stream of data
with the rate 8 and it takes 4 to 6 time units to switch back to the stopped mode. The common buffer has the maximum
capacity of 20 data units. The consumer thread, consumes the data items with the rate 2. However, since both producer
and consumer threads share the same processor in a round robin manner, the production rate of the producer and the
consumption rate of the consumer, will be half of their maximum values.
The speed-based partitioning graphs Gp1 and Gp2 of this model are shown in Fig. 14(b) and (c), respectively. We compute
the state class graph of this system. The result is shown in Fig. 15. The initial class is:
C0 = (p2, [[0 ≤ clk ≤ 7]] , (0, 1)) .
After firing of tnp, the transitions tp and tc execute and since they share the same processer, the rate vector will be (3, 1), so
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Fig. 15. The state class graph of the model of Example 7.
When the execution of tp is completed, exclusively the consumer thread uses the processing power of the processor and we





0 ≤ clk ≤ 7




















 0 ≤ x− 3clk ≤ 12
0 ≤ x ≤ 20





The fluid level in place x increases with the rate 3, as the fluid level in the place x reaches its upper boundary, we reach the















 0 ≤ clk ≤ 7
0 ≤ x ≤ 20




















 0 ≤ x− 3clk ≤ 14
0 ≤ x ≤ 20
















Finally, from the classes C8 and C9, we move to the class C6 again.
8. Some illustrative examples
In this section, we present three examples to illustrate the expressiveness of MSHPNs: a media uploading system, a file
compressor program and a task processing system. As you will see, in all these three applications, the MSHPN is capable of
describing the behavior of the systems in a natural way.
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8.1. A deadline-constrained media uploading system
This example describes a stream uploading system in which k client machines with video capturing capability store the
captured video stream on their local hard disks and upload the stream to a centralized server [46]. The server is a real-time
"stream receiving server" with the download capacity, ds, that concurrently receives multiple file streams from different
clients. Assume the ith client, mi has the upload capacity of ui and a storage capacity of hi. Each client alternates between
two modes. A clientmi spends [αpi , βpi ] time units in the passivemode and then switches to the activemode. When a client
is active, it generates a stream of datawith the rate ri and it takes [αai , βai ] time units to switch back to the passivemode. The
data stream generated by the clientmi is either stored in the local memory (if there is enough free space) or discarded (if the
memory is full). The generated stream is uploaded to the server. The server downloads the stream and stores it by the rate
wserver. The aim is to adjust the storage and the bandwidth capacities of the server and the clients, such that no information is
lost due tomemory shortage. Themedia uploading system consists of k+1 components. Since the communication between
each client and the server is continuously happening through the uploading channel (a continuous variable), we cannot use
the type of communication between the hybrid automata tomodel the communications in this system. Therefore, themedia
uploading systems cannot be modeled naturally as a network of hybrid automata. Also, since the k + 1 components of the
system work in parallel, we cannot encode all the many possible behaviors of these components as different locations of a
single hybrid automaton.
The MSHPN shown in Fig. 16, describes the media uploading system. Using MSHPN, the system can be expressed in a
natural way. In this model the clientmi communicates with the server through the continuous variable yi. In a clientmi we
have two timed transitions to model the media generating process: ts, i and tl, i. If the client has enough free space to store
the generated media, the transition ts, i will be enabled; otherwise, the transition tl, i will be enabled. The occupation place,
c0, is used to adjust the uploading speeds such that the uploading constraints are met.
8.2. A file compressor program
Our second application example is a file compressor program, that reads a file from amemory, compresses the file stream
by rate p with the compression factor f and stores it to the same memory by the rate wserver, simultaneously. We assume
that the storage is a random access memory with the capacity of N bytes, the read speed r bytes/second and the write
speedw bytes/second. We also assume that when both read and write accesses are being performed simultaneously (in an
interleaving manner) the read/write speed decreases in a linear manner. The size of the file is 12 × r bytes and it takes 12
seconds to read the file from the memory. The MSHPN shown in Fig. 17 describes the compressor program. Some questions
may arise in this system. For example, wemaywant to know ‘‘what is the bottleneck in this system?’’, ‘‘what is theminimum
memory and processor requirements to keep the processor always busy?’’, and so on.
8.3. A task processing system
The third example is a stream processing system. In this system, two processors, p1 and p2 process the tasks that arrive
with the rate λ. Each processor has a queue of waiting tasks to be processed by that processor. As a task arrives, it is assigned
to the processor with fewer items in its waiting queue. The processor pi processes the tasks with the rate µi and produces
an output with the rate δi. Both processors put their output in a single buffer x3. As the buffer becomes full, the processor
p1 copies the data in the buffer to another buffer x4 and p2 processes the data in x4with the rate ρ simultaneously. While
the copying of data from x3 to x4 is taking place, p1 and p2 cannot process the data in x1 and x2, respectively. The buffers x0
through x4 are inside a memory of maximum capacity N . The MSHPN shown in Fig. 18, describes this system.
9. Comparison
The proposed formalism, MSHPN, is a Petri net based model that inherits all the advantages of the Petri net model, such
as the ability to capture the behaviors including concurrency, synchronization, priorities and conflicts. The most related
works to the proposed formalism are [8,9] that try to reach their aims by giving a transformation from a HPN into a hybrid
automaton. However, althoughwith theseworks one can specify a systemusingHPNs and verify themodelwith the existing
hybrid automata tools, still there are many systems whose description using HPN or TPN is not possible [30,2]. As discussed
in [30,2], the TPN and HPN are special cases of timed automata and LHA, respectively. Therefore, there are hybrid systems
that can be described using timed automata (respectively, LHA), but cannot be specified using TPN (respectively, HPN).
However, since the execution and firing of timed transitions is controlled through the predicates assigned to them,
MSHPNs can simulate the behavior of hybrid automata. We have proved that practically, all systems that can be modeled
withMSHAcan also bemodeledwithMSHPNs.Wehave introduced a simple translation procedure fromMSHA intoMSHPNs.
The translation procedure is so simple and straightforward that it is easy to convert any model from MSHA into MSHPNs.
This implies that the proposedmodel contains themodeling power ofMSHA, both theoretically and practically. On the other
hand, due to the expressive power of stopwatches [19], MSHPN have the expressive power of LHA.
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Fig. 16. The MSHPN model describing the media uploading system.
Fig. 17. The MSHPN describing the file compressor program.
Moreover, unlike in the hybrid automata, different components of complicated systems in an MSHPN can communicate
through continuously changing real variables. This empowers us to describe systems like the ones in Section 8 whose
specifyingwith the hybrid automata requires encoding of toomany states as the locations of a single hybrid automaton. Also,
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Fig. 18. The MSHPN describing the task processing system.
thanks to the predicates assigned to timed transitions, MSHPN has the capability of describing systems where the execution
speed of a group of transitions is limited due to resource sharing. We use occupation places and arcs as an abbreviation for
such circumstances whose description was either very hard or even impossible with prior models.
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed model is the first net counterpart with the same practical expressive power
as of multisingular hybrid automata and the same theoretical expressive power as LHA with the advantages of Petri nets.
10. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a method for modeling and verification of hybrid dynamic systems. The proposed formalism
called multisingular hybrid Petri net (MSHPN), is an extension of hybrid Petri nets in which execution and firing predicates
control the execution and firing of timed transitions. In addition, transitions may execute in variable speeds depending on
the state of system. Our aim has been to enrich hybrid Petri nets with the features of hybrid automata, such that:
1. All systems that can be modeled with multisingular hybrid automata (MSHA) can also be modeled with MSHPNs. The
powerfulness of the two models is the same, but MSHPNs are more practical. We have given several evidences for this
claim in the paper.
2. MSHPN inherits all the advantages of Petri nets, such as the ability to capture the behaviors, including concurrency,
synchronization, priorities and conflicts.
The proposed model has achieved to the above objectives.
Our main technical contributions are as follows:
1. We have enriched the hybrid Petri net with the capabilities of hybrid automata, thus, the proposed formalism have both
the expressive power of linear hybrid automata and the advantages of Petri net based formalisms.
2. We have used new notions of conflict and conflict resolution strategies which facilitate the specification of some
phenomena in practical applications.
3. We have proposed amethod based on polyhedral computations and linear programming to address the challenging issue
of speed computation in presence of conflicts, priorities and the predicates assigned to transitions.
4. We have introduced a speed-based partitioning technique which is essential for the reachability analysis in presence of
execution areas associated with transitions.
5. We have used a speed-based partitioning graph to obtain the symbolic state space of MSHPNs, which is represented as a
state class graph.
6. We have introduced a simple translation procedure from MSHA into MSHPNs. We have also proved the correctness of
this translation. The translation procedure is so simple and straightforward that it is easy to convert any model from
MSHA into MSHPNs. This implies that the proposedmodel contains the modeling power of MSHA, both theoretically and
practically.
7. We have used occupation places and occupation arcs to model the impact of resource constraints on the execution speed
of tasks.
We believe that our work is one step towards associating the modeling capacity of hybrid Petri nets with the analysis
power of hybrid automata.
We are currently working on giving a translation from MSHPN to LHA that preserves the behavioral semantics (timed
bisimilarity) of the MSHPNs. Another challenge to be solved is optimizing the speed computation, speed-based partitioning
and state space computation algorithms, which are currently presented in a mathematical way. We have also started to
develop a tool for modeling and verification using MSHPN models.
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